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NAAC to overhaul evaluation process
Aurangabad: National Assessment and Accreditation
Council (NAAC) director D P Singh said "Universities
and other educational institutions are expected to
give major thrust on establishing social connect. We
have been re-looking at the existing parameters of
accreditation in order to include criteria related to
human values and ethics in the evaluation method"
Institutions scoring cumulative grade point average
(CGPA) in the range of 3.01 to 4 get A grade (very good), while those securing
between 2.01 to 3 receive B grade (good). The CGPA in the range of 1.51 to 2 is
entitled for C grade (satisfactory), while below 1.5 evokes a D grade
(unsatisfactory, not accredited).
"Creation of grades within each grade will give more clarity about institutions'
performance in NAAC evaluation. Therefore, grade within a grade such as A, A+,
A++ will be created. Such sub-grades will be also formed within other B and C
grades" D P Singh said.
Singh also said sending minutes of the meetings of internal quality assurance cell
(IQAC) to the NAAC on a quarterly basis would now be mandatory for every
accredited institute. He said all accredited institutions would also have to submit
the quality assurance report (AQAR) on a yearly basis without fail.

HOW TO MANAGE AUTONOMY EFFICIENTLY
Autonomous institutions face vairous challenenges
like

conducting

exams,

enable

students

to

register/withdraw courses online, ambiguity free time
table generation, hall ticket generation, speedy
announcement of results, grade card, PDC, transcript
printing

and

maintain

comprehensive

student

database including results and data archival. A comprehensive software solution
like IonEMS (Ion Exam Management System) proves to be very helpful for the
smooth conduction of exams.
Inorder to conduct faster and efficient evaluation without worrying about human
errors like totalling of marks and data archival, IonDVS (Ion Digital Valuation
System) can help in conduction of fast evaluation and speedier announcement of
results. To achieve NBA accreditation, a platform like IonCUDOS helps in
integrating curriculum design, delivery planning, assessment planning and
attainment of graduate attributes and provides key inputs to the NBA SAR.
Without the use of appropriate software solutions managing autonomy can
become a nightmare.

IonIdea bagged orders from 4 Autonomous Engineering
Colleges in South India during May – Jun 2016
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